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Her latest book, Dangerous Depths, is no exception. I will say that Brandt continues to grow as a writer and her heroine, Hannah Sampson, emerges as a more fully developed and complex character. And, as much as I like Sampson, I enjoy the descriptions of the British Virgin Islands even more, particularly the detailed evocations of diving that can almost make you taste the regulator in your mouth. Underwater photographer Lisa Collins, 48, braved the dark depths of the winding caverns. She said: “It feels as if you are in outer space when you are in the caves. There is no sense of being in water because there are no currents. “Seeing the sign with the grim reaper on it made me realise how dangerous an environment I was in. “Divers have made a little underwater shrine to the Virgin Mary. It wishes divers good luck, and is a shrine to the people who have died in the cave. I am not religious but it was very touching to see that.” An Underwater Investigation featuring C.S.I. diver Hannah Sampson. Summoned to the sun-drenched beaches of the British Virgin Islands, Hannah Sampson is fully prepared to face unknowable dangers beneath the crystal-clear waters of an idyllic paradise. But the possibility of murder runs deeper and darker than the sea itself. You can write a book review and share your experiences. Other readers will always be interested in your opinion of the books you've read. Whether you've loved the book or not, if you give your honest and detailed thoughts then people will find new books that are right for them. 1. Swimming with the Dead Under Pressure. Swimming with the Dead An Underwater Investigation. Kathy Brandt. Dangerous Depths book. Read 12 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Hannah Sampson, a homicide investigator who has relocated from the Literary Colorado Colorado Books! Investigations Underwater Diving My Books Crime Novels Author Dark Reading. Dark Water Dive (An Underwater Investigation, #2). Dark Water Dive book. Read 17 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. A new underwater investigation from the author of Swimming with the Literary Colorado Colorado Books! What Lies Beneath Mass Market Crystal Clear Water British Virgin Islands Summonin